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Auction Onsite 28th Of June, 2024

Welcome to 7 Grenda Street – This extraordinary home is poised to captivate with the meticulous attention to detail and

unparalleled craftsmanship that went into every corner of this beautiful family home. Nestled in the ever-popular

neighbourhood of Kearneys Spring, this property is a true showstopper; exuding luxury and sophistication with an

abundance of high-end features and lavish inclusions.As you step through the grand entrance, you will be greeted by the

stunning chandelier, and welcomed with an ambiance of warmth as the whole home is bathed in natural light from the

expansive windows and doors throughout.The home itself offers: - Four bedrooms, master boasting an ensuite with floor

to ceiling tiles, walk in shower, double vanity, heated towel rails and Bluetooth mirrors. The master also boasts a walk-in

robe whilst all remaining bedrooms have built in robes- Two bathrooms, family bathroom with walk in shower, free

standing bath and floor to ceiling tiles. Extra powder room with feature tile wall- Double garage with internal & drive

through access, also with built in storage- Dedicated office space with custom cabinetry- North/East facing outdoor

entertaining area - 4.2m high entry way with 2.55m high ceilings to the remaining - Ducted A/C throughout- Security

screens to all windows and majority of doors- Garden shed on concrete slab- 10,000L water tank plumbed to house

including a filtered tap in the kitchen*Rates: $1,318.44 per half yearThe incredible gourmet kitchen lays in the heart of

the home boasting a gorgeous, curved bench with feature green accents, this custom kitchen is as stylish as it is

functional. The thoughtful design ensures that every inch of space is maximized for efficiency. Equipped with

top-of-the-line Asko appliances including a five-burner gas cooktop, integrated dishwasher and steam oven. The natural

stone benchtops compliment the dramatic Dekton splashback and silent Schweigen rangehood with fluted limestone

making this space is a culinary haven fit for a master chef! The open-plan layout seamlessly integrates the living, dining,

and kitchen areas which extend effortlessly through glass stacker doors to your outdoor entertaining area and backyard

creating the perfect space for entertaining guests or enjoying quality time with family.This home is the most luxurious,

high spec home offered to the market in this Estate. The seller's instructions are clear and the product is phenomenal -

this will be sold.  For more information, please contact Matt Hawkins on 0423 120 232 or

matt.hawkins@ngurealestate.com.au.


